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We’re at the pivot point of exponential technological 
progress: to keep on thinking linear will be detrimental
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Technology is morally neutral until we apply it.

Foresightful leadership / stewardship is crucial 

Exponential. Combinatorial. Interdependent.



Soon, if we ask whether technology can do something 

the answer will pretty much always be ‘YES’



Years, not decades



(Wo)Man-Machine Convergence?



Our inevitable evolution - or a dystopian perversion?



! Thinking Machines ≠ Thinking Humans! 

Passive to Generative to Intuitive 



Voice Control and ‘speaking to machines …like to a friend’





We may well be the last generation of un-augmented humans *



Symbiosis ?  Co-Existence?  Competition?  Uselessness?



If we could… does it mean we should?



If we could… does it mean we should?



“Coexisting safely and ethically with intelligent machines is the central challenge of the twenty-first century”  
(James Barrat in his book ‘Our final invention’)



“We will move from mobile first to an AI-first world”
Sundar  Pichai CEO Google



Welcome to 
the Global 

Brain



Artificial Intelligence: “Computer systems able to perform tasks that 
normally require human intelligence, such as visual perception, speech 

recognition, decision-making, and translation between languages”
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But is the human brain (or mind) really computable?



Cognition is embodied: we think with the body not with the brain (Kahnemann)



Technology is exponential but humans remain linear (?)





Illustrations via FT.com

Dataism - the new religion?



If data is the new oil, should it be regulated, as well?



“Silicon Valley spent the last ten years building platforms 
whose natural end state is digital addiction” Berit Anderson, Scout.ai



Powerful tools for manipulation, abdication and populism ?



Faustain bargains or…            just the new normal?





Software ‘eating the world’ is one thing -  
but cheating the world  

would be detrimental 



Machine Thinking, Judgement Erosion, De-skilling 
Abdication, Automation Bias, Reductionism 



Over-Connectivity | Digital Obesity | Filter Bubble | Manipulation2



“Facebook is building a global newsroom run by robot editors and its own readers”

“Facebook is absolutely dominating in the 

realm of digital advertising. It notched $8.8 

billion in revenue last quarter; more than $7 

billion of which came from mobile-ad sales. 

One analyst told The New York Times last 

year that 85 percent of all online advertising 

revenue is funnelled to either Facebook or 

Google - leaving a paltry 15 percent for 

news organizations to fight over.” 



Powerful tools for manipulation, abdication and populism ?

“Cambridge Analytica has activated an invisible machine that preys on the personalities of individual voters 

to create large shifts in public opinion. Many of these technologies have been used individually to some 

effect before, but together they make up a nearly impenetrable voter manipulation machine that is quickly 

becoming the new deciding factor in elections around the world. Most recently, Analytica helped elect U.S. 

President Donald Trump, secured a win for the Brexit Leave campaign…

“The Rise of the Weaponized AI Propaganda Machine”





As we connect everything, safeguarding human 
attributes becomes a significant challenge



Dramatic increases in automation will require a societal negotiation on the future of work and jobs



Ethics  
Leadership 
Stewardship 
Responsibility



#DigitalEthics



Do  
we  

need a 
Humanity  

Protection  
Agency (HPA)?



Algorithms

Androrithms
We must invest in both, equally



What should (not) be algorithm’ed and automated?



A deepening canyon between the U.S. and Europe?



Who will be Mission Control for Humanity?





Defining the right balance between technology and humanity is 
becoming a core task (and challenge) for governments 



The perils of globalization pale compared to automation 



The perils of globalization pale compared to automation 



Embrace technology - but don’t become it



techvshuman.com



Thanks for your time and attention!
Download this deck at FuturistGerd.com

http://FuturistGerd.com

